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Granular Aluminum for Future Computers
KIT Researchers Use New Superconducting Material for Quantum Circuits – Publication in Nature
Materials
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Granular Aluminum (grAl) is an appealing material for building compact, highly inductive circuit elements, such as superinductors. One of the most advanced superconducting qubits, the fluxonium qubit, consists of a Josephson junction (represented by the X
symbol) connected to a superinductor loop, which can now be made of grAl. (Fig. Ioan
Pop, KIT)
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Additional materials:
Computers based on quantum mechanical principles can solve
certain tasks particularly efficiently. Their information carriers,
the so-called qubits, not only have the values "0" and "1", but
also states in between, called superposition states. However,
maintaining such a state is difficult. Scientists at the Karlsruhe
Institute of Technology (KIT) have now used granular aluminum
(nicknamed grAl) for qubits and have shown that this superconducting material has great potential to overcome the previous
limits of quantum hardware. The researchers report in the journal Nature Materials (DOI: 10.1038 / s41563-019-0350-3).

Paper in Nature Materials
(abstract): https://www.nature.com/articles/s41563019-0350-3

Quantum computers are considered the computers of the future. You
can in principle process large amounts of data much quicker than with
current classical computers. While classical computers perform one
step at a time, quantum computers can be regarded as taking many
steps in parallel, in so-called quantum parallelism. The information
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carrier for the quantum computer is the quantum bit, qubit in short.
For qubits not only the states "0" and "1" are relevant, but also the
states in between, the quantum mechanical superposition of states.
Their processing is done according to quantum mechanical principles,
such as entanglement, which preserves instant correlations between
qubit
states
to
arbitrary
long
distances.
"Producing qubits that are small enough and that can be switched
quickly enough to perform quantum calculations is a huge challenge,"
explains physicist Dr. Ioan Pop, Head of the Kinetic Inductance Quantum Systems research group at the Physics Institute (PHI) and KIT's
Institute of Nanotechnology (INT). A promising option is superconducting circuits. Superconductors are materials that have no electrical
resistance at extremely low temperatures, therefore they conduct
electricity without losses. This is crucial in order to preserve the quantum states and to smoothly interconnect qubits, resulting in higher
computing power. Big companies like IBM, Intel, Microsoft and
Google are working to scale up superconducting quantum processors.
One major difficulty, however, is maintaining the quantum state. Interactions with the environment can lead to the decay of the quantum
state, the so-called decoherence. The more qubits are used, the
harder it is to maintain coherence. Researchers at the PHI, INT and
IPE of KIT and the National University for Research and Technology
MISIS in Moscow have now used for the first time granular aluminum
as superconducting material for high coherence qubits. As the scientists report in the journal Nature Materials, they measured a grAl fluxonium qubit with coherence time of up to 30 microseconds - this is the
time in which the qubit can remain in a state between "0" and " 1 ".
This time may sound short, but it is actually encouragingly long compared with the typical 0.01 microsecond time required for the qubit
operation. "Our results show that granular Aluminum can open avenues of research for a new class of complex qubit designs and help
overcome the current limitations of quantum computing," explains Dr.
Ioan Pop from the KIT.
Original Publication:
Lukas Grünhaupt, Martin Spiecker, Daria Gusenkova, Nataliya Maleeva, Sebastian T. Skacel, Ivan Takmakov, Francesco Valenti,
Patrick Winkel, Hannes Rotzinger, Wolfgang Wernsdorfer, Alexey V.
Ustinov and Ioan M. Pop: Granular aluminium as a superconducting
material for high-impedance quantum circuits. Nature Materials,
2019. DOI: 10.1038/s41563-019-0350-3
Abstract under https://www.nature.com/articles/s41563-019-0350-3
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Being “The Research University in the Helmholtz Association,“
KIT creates and imparts knowledge for the society and the environment. It is the objective to make significant contributions to the
global challenges in the fields of energy, mobility and information.
For this, about 9,300 employees cooperate in a broad range of disciplines in natural sciences, engineering sciences, economics,
and the humanities and social sciences. KIT prepares its 25,100
students for responsible tasks in society, industry, and science
by offering research-based study programs. Innovation efforts at
KIT build a bridge between important scientific findings and their
application for the benefit of society, economic prosperity, and the
preservation of our natural basis of life.
This press release is available on
http://www.sek.kit.edu/english/press_office.php.
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The photo in the best quality available to us may be downloaded under www.kit.edu or requested by mail to presse@kit.edu or phone +49
721 608-21105. The photo may be used in the context given above
exclusively.
This year’s anniversary logo recalls the milestones reached by KIT
and its long tradition in research, teaching, and innovation. On October 1, 2009, KIT was established by the merger of its two predecessor
institutions: the Polytechnic School and later University of Karlsruhe
was founded in 1825, the Nuclear Reactor Construction and Operation Company and later Karlsruhe Research Center in 1956.
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